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The dictionary in question (hereafter referred to as DESF) is an impressive 
workTP
1
PT that provides – at last – all Romance linguists with a reliable source of 
etymological information on the Friulian language. The importance of this 
publication should not be underestimated as Friulian – along with its Rheto-
Romance “sister” languagesTP
2
PT (Ladin and five Swiss Romansh idioms) – finds 
itself on the back burner in the Romance linguistic kitchen. This is why DESF 
should be considered as a major step forward in the studying of this relatively 
less studied language – especially taking into account the fact that it is compiled 
by the dream team of Italian linguists. 
                                                 
T*P
)
PT
 “Dizionario etimologico storico friulano”. Volume I. Zamboni, Alberto, Cortelazzo, 
Manlio, Pellegrini, Giovan Battista, Benincà, Paola, Vanelli Renzi, Laura; Udine, 
1984; Crevatin, Franco, Frau, Giovanni, Doria, Mario, Marcato, Carla, Rizzolatti, 
Piera, Pellegrini, Giovan Battista, Marinucci, Marcello, Cortelazzo, Manlio; Udine, 
1987. I would like to express my deepest gratitude to Prof. Peresson, who kindly 
sent me this dictionary, as well as to Prof. Vicario for having provided me with a 
copy of his book on Friulian linguistics “Lezioni di linguistica friulana”, to Prof. 
Paola Benincà for having sent me via e-mail copies of her works on Friulian, to Mrs. 
Marilena Desio and to Mr. Jean-Jacques Furer, who kindly provided me with addi-
tional information on Friulian and Swiss Romansh idioms respectively, and – last 
but not least – to Prof. Alexander Vovin for having checked the English version of 
this paper and for his overall help in my linguistic studies. 
TP
1
PT Two volumes covering letters from A to E include more than 600 pages; unfortu-
nately, the publication was suspended and further volumes have never appeared. 
TP
2
PT The linguistic reality of Rheto-Romance group within Romance family is often 
disputed. 
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However, as any scholarly publication of such scale, DESF is not com-
pletely flawless, and in the present paper I will try to analyze some points that 
seem doubtful to me. Of course, these points do not diminish the overall value 
of the dictionary: they simply require some caution while working with DESF. 
To begin with, I would like to discuss several problems of DESF. In my 
opinion, there are 3 main omissions in this dictionary, namely: no information 
on the historical phonetics of Friulian, no explanation of exceptions from sound 
laws and lack of coordination in editors’ work. 
The first omission is very important – DESF has no information at all on 
sound laws active or having been active in Friulian (except some succinct indi-
cations in some entries). Indeed, the fact that an etymological dictionary does 
not contain information on the historical phonetics of a given language does not 
necessarily constitute a problem if it has already been well studied and if 
sources on this subject are available. However, for less known languages infor-
mation on sound changes should be a requirement in an etymological dictionary 
(a perfect example of such an approach is the “Etymological Dictionary of the 
Altaic Languages” TP
3
PT – it is your choice to take these reconstructions seriously or 
not, but it contains a detailed description of the proposed proto-Altaic phonol-
ogy, and a reader can easily check how significant the discrepancy between 
reconstructions and suggested sound laws is). Unfortunately, this is not true for 
DESF. 
In order to avoid lengthy reasoning, I will limit myself to words with proto-
forms including ka (in any position). Etymological (in most cases – Latin) ka in 
the initial position or after a consonant in Friulian remains voiceless but under-
goes palatalization yielding a postpalatal sound [k] TP
4
PT that is spelt ci in DESF and 
cj in modern Friulian orthography, TP
5
PT and disappears in the intervocalic position TP
6
PT 
or, as we can see from corresponding entries in DESF, is rather lenited to zero 
                                                 
TP
3
PT Starostin, Sergei, Dybo, Anna, Mudrak, Oleg, with the assistance of Ilya Gruntov 
and Vladimir Glumov. “Etymological dictionary of the Altaic languages”. Leiden – 
Boston, 2003. 
TP
4
PT In Romance linguistic publications this phenomenon is called palatalization and the 
resulting sounds are referred to as palatals – see Vicario, Federico. “Lezioni di lin-
guistica friulana”. Udine, 2005, p. 54 (Vicario, 2005). However, they are better de-
scribed as post-palatals (“La grafie ufuciâl de lenghe furlane”, 2002, p. 4, available 
at the Web site of La Patrie del Friûl at [http://www.friul.net/e_libris/La%20grafie% 
20uficial%20de%20lenghe%20furlane.pdf]) or pre-velars (Narumov, B.P., Suchačev, 
N.L. Friul´skij jazyk. // “Jazyki mira. Romanskije jazyki”. Ed. by Čelyševa I.I., Naru-
mov B.P., Romanova O.I., pp. 365-391. Moskva, 2001, p. 371). 
TP
5
PT I will use DESF orthography in this article, including stress marks. 
TP
6
PT Vicario, 2005, pp. 54-55. 
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or to j. Distribution rules for this lenition are not specified in DESF,TP
7
PT and the 
existence of this distribution and of the lenition itself is not mentioned either. In 
addition to this, in the baleghé ‘to stomp; to trample on’ entry (I, p. 145TP
8
PT), we 
have an oblique indication that Latin verbs in -ICARE normally yield Friulian 
verbs in -eâ: ALBICARE TP
9
PT ‘to make white’ > albeâ ‘to dawn’ (I, p. 46), thus -ICARE 
> -eâ. 
Thus the only information on the phonetic development of the etymolog-
ical ka in DESF is an indirect evidence for -ICARE > -eâ. All other rules for ka 
(and this stipulation is valid for most phonological rules in Friulian) have to be 
searched for in other sources, which, in my opinion, makes surfing DESF more 
complicated than one could hope for. 
Let us see now how etymologies in DESF comply with these rules: 
1. Biriâ ‘to speak with difficulty, inconsistently’ < *BERIC(UL)ARE TP
10
PT (I, p. 221), 
ciarïâ ‘to load (a gun)’ < CARRICARE ‘to load’ (II, p. 366): these words do not 
show -eâ as expected. No explanation for this exception is given: in the 
ciarïâ entry we have a mention that this word could be a borrowing from 
Italian or Venetian on semantic ground – but does it mean that its specific 
phonetic form is due to a possible borrowing? Or maybe there are internal 
reasons for this development? DESF does not provide any information on 
this subject. 
2. Ciavalgiâ ‘to ride (a horse)’ < CABALLICARE ‘id.’ (II, p. 378) with regional 
variants cavalcâ and ciavalciàr. First of all, -eâ is not present in any of these 
forms – without any explanation, even a tentative one. Second, all these 
forms are supposed to go back to CABALLICARE – but no explanation is given 
for different reflexes of the intervocalic ka and for the absence of palataliza-
tion in cavalcâ. And while ciavalgiâ and ciavalciàr deserve special attention 
(I will try to analyze these forms below), for cavalcâ we have a very useful 
remark in cialciâ entry (II, p. 341), where a doublet form calcâ is defined as 
a borrowing from Venetian. I believe that the same argumentation applies, 
                                                 
TP
7
PT Information in Vicario, 2005, p. 55, and in DESF (see, for example, albeâ, apajâ, 
avojâl, ciafojâ and especially ascorteiâ – an old word) may lead us to a cautious 
conclusion that j/F distribution of the reflexes of Latin intervocalic -ka- was as 
follows: it yielded j in all positions, but later this j disappeared after e (maybe, after 
all front vowels in general), but was retained in other positions. 
TP
8
PT References to DESF will be given as follows: number of the volume followed by 
page number. 
TP
9
PT Latin words in the present paper are written without marks for long and short vowels 
– except the cases where this distinction is crucial for the reasoning. 
TP
10
PT The precise meaning of this supposed Latin word is not indicated in DESF. It is 
mentioned that it might be linked to the possible root *berr ‘wether’ and that the 
reflexes of *BERIC(UL)ARE in different Italian dialects have the meanings of ‘to shout; 
to scream; to bleat; to prattle’. 
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mutatis mutandis, to cavalcâ, which should be considered a borrowing 
(probably from Italian, as Venetian (at least modern Venetian) has no special 
word for It. cavalcareTP
11
PT ‘id.’). 
These two examples clearly demonstrate that editors sometimes pay no 
attention to the exceptions to phonological regularities. In addition, the case of 
calcâ/cavalcâ indicates that editors did not always coordinate their efforts – 
otherwise cavalcâ would have been explained. 
Some other examples of inconsistency in the editors’ work: 
1. Primary sources sometimes were not checked – i.e. for bìrge ‘coach; bicycle’ 
(I, p. 221) < Romanian birje ‘coach for rent’ < Russian byrža ‘place where 
coaches for rent stay’. But the correct Russian form is birža (биржа). 
2. Ciavòzze ‘pumpkin’ (II, p. 383) goes back to Lat. CŬCŬTIA, but còce ‘pump-
kin; head (jok.)’ (II, p. 423) < CUCUTIA: short vowels of the Latin etymon in 
the latter are not indicated. Còce, by the way, is mentioned in the ciavòzze 
entry (not surprisingly, as the meaning and the etymon are the same for both 
words, so we could expect the same spelling of the etymon, but it seems that 
these two entries were written by two different authors and the editors did 
not check them for uniformity). Inconsistency in the indication of long and 
short vowels is common in DESF: cf. beneficâ ‘to benefit; to do good; to 
help’ < BENEFICARE ‘id.’ (I, p. 202) – no indication of length in the etymon, 
and immediately below: beneficènze ‘benefaction’ < BENEFICĔNTIA ‘id.’ (I, 
p. 202) – short vowel is shown. 
3. Incorrect relative chronology: for example, becolâ ‘to beak’ (I, p. 195) is ex-
plained as (Friulian) becâ ‘to beak; to sting’ (< bec ‘beak’ < Lat. BECCU ‘id.’) 
+ (Latin) suffix -ULARE. This approach is somewhat surprising as one can 
hardly expect a Latin suffix to be added to a Friulian root. It would be more 
logical to suppose that either a Friulian root took a Friulian suffix (evolved 
from a Latin one), that is, becâ + -olâ (< Lat. -ULARE), or that a Latin word 
took a Latin suffix and then this compound word evolved into its present 
form, that is, Lat. BECCU + Lat. -ULARE > Lat. BECCULARE > Friulian becolâ. 
Probably the former way is to be preferred, as the example of a CORRECT 
relative chronology suggests: cragnèz ‘soil’ (II, p. 508) < cràgne ‘soil 
(especially on hair, on clothes)’ (< Lat. CRANIU?) + suffix -èz (< Lat. -ICIU) – 
but this correct approach was not generalized in DESF, where, unfortunately, 
examples of erroneous relative chronology of this kind abound. 
4. Friulian is a Romance language, so the most significant part of its vocab-
ulary goes back to Latin. However, it is very important to make a distinction 
between words dating back to the Vulgar Latin period, words borrowed from 
Medieval Latin and words of Latin origin borrowed from Italian. Unfor-
                                                 
TP
11
PT I am grateful to Mr. Michele Brunelli for this information. 
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tunately, in some cases this distinction is not made: beneficâ ‘to benefit; to 
do good; to help’ (I, p. 202) is said to have evolved, along with It. beneficare 
‘id.’, from Lat. BENEFICARE ‘id.’. Does it mean that the Italian and Friulian 
words date back to Vulgar Latin? But the very form of the Friulian word 
(presence of the intervocalic -ka-) shows that this is not possible. Rather, are 
they not similar borrowings from Medieval Latin (as suggested by benefiziât 
‘beneficiary (of the Church’s assets)’ (I, p. 202) < Med. Lat. BENEFICIATU ‘id.’ 
on the same page)? Unfortunately, DESF provides no information on these 
issues. 
5. In most cases Latin etyma are given without translation (however, etyma 
from other languages – Gothic, Langobardian, Slovene etc – are consistently 
glossed). Of course, Romance linguists usually possess at least a working 
knowledge of Latin – but regular indication of meanings of Latin protoforms 
would have made DESF a better tool for a scholar. It is especially important 
for cases where authors seem to be the first proponents of a hypothetical 
Latin word – see, for example, biriâ ‘to speak with difficulty, inconsistently’ 
< *BERIC(UL)ARE (I, p. 221), where there is no semantic reconstruction for 
this Latin etymon. 
However, as I mentioded above, these inconsistencies do not diminish the 
overall value of DESF for specialists: they can be easily found and solved by 
scholars familiar with the Romance linguistics. DESF is the first reliable source 
on the Friulian etymology and the absence of indication of short and long 
vowels in some entries is not that important compared to other useful informa-
tion available in DESF. 
Let’s go now to some (very rare) etymologies that seem doubtful to me: 
1. Ascorteiâ ‘to skin’ (I, p. 110) is said to be a form of scorteiâ ‘id.’ (not men-
tioned in DESF as the respective volume has not been published, but most 
probably < Lat. EXCORTICARE ‘id.’) with a prosthetic a. This explanation is 
plausible, as Swiss Romansh idioms also exhibit forms without initial vowel 
(Surselvan scurtgar ‘id.’, Vallader scorcher ‘id.’). However, in my opinion, 
we should look at other Friulian words going back to Latin forms with the 
prefix EX-: ascoder ‘to shake up; to awake smb. up (fig.)’ (I, p. 110) < 
EXCUTERE ‘to shake out; to shake off; to cast out; to drive out; to send forth’, 
assunâr ‘to draft (troops); to collect’ (I, p. 118) < *EXUNARE ‘id.’ (?).TP
12
PT The 
French cognate of ascorteiâ is écorcher ‘id.’. Therefore, the French form 
and the presence of initial a- in Friulian words above may lead us to the 
conclusion that the phonetic process was exactly inverse, namely ascorteiâ is 
the primary form, while scorteiâ appeared later, when the initial a- was lost 
(maybe, under Italian influence, cf. It. scorticare ‘id.’). 
                                                 
TP
12
PT The precise meaning of this word is not indicated. 
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2. Balotaziòn ‘vote’ (I, p. 147) < bale ‘ball (small); vote’. Given the literary 
suffix -ziòn and the specific (political) meaning of this word (‘vote’), as well 
as the presence of the Italian word ballottazione ‘id.’, I would rather suggest 
that the Friulian word is a simple borrowing from Italian. 
3. Ciavalgiâ ‘to ride (a horse)’ < CABALLICARE ‘id.’ (II, p. 378) with variants 
cavalcâ and ciavalciàr. Indeed, all these forms go back to Latin CABALLICARE, 
but the ways of their evolution were different. First of all, as indicated above, 
cavalcâ is most probably a loanword from Italian (or Old Venetian?) – cf. 
calcâ (Venetian borrowing as indicated in cialciâ entry (II, p. 341)), as the 
absence of palatalization of k suggests. Ciavalciàr may also have been bor-
rowed from Italian as recent palatalization did occur in Friulian – see ciavìc´  
(II, p. 382) – and the form of this word is very similar to the Italian one. 
Ciavalgiâ is the most interesting case, as the postpalatal g is completely un-
expected in this position (Latin intervocalic -ka- normally lenites to zero, as 
stated above). In Swiss Romansh cognates we have a voiced palatal: Puter 
chavalger ‘id.’, Vallader chavalgiar ‘id.’, in French a voiceless sibilant 
(chevaucher ‘id.’), and in Occitan – a voiced stop (cavalgar ‘id.’). Reflexes 
in Romansh and Occitan are regular, and in French and Friulian are irregular. 
Thus, we can propose two versions of the etymology of the Friulian word in 
question: ciavalgiâ goes back to Vulgar Latin, and the voiced reflex of -ka- 
is due to the possibility that at the stage of transition from Vulgar Latin to 
Romance protolanguages the unstressed i (or maybe any unstressed vowel) 
before -CARE and after l (simple or geminated) was very unstable and could 
disappear earlyTP
13
PT – after the voicing of -ka- in Friulian, but before this voiced 
reflex evolved any further (to zero, via j). This fluctuation in development of 
an unstressed vowel after l may be due to the weak nature of l, but this ques-
tion requires additional study. It is worth mentioning that this approach could 
also explain the difference between French chevaucher < CABALLICARE, 
coucher ‘to put to bed; to sleep; to go to sleep; to lay down’ < COLLOCARE 
‘to place together; to arrange; to station; to lay; to put’ (where the unstressed 
vowel was lost even before lenition took place) and bouger ‘to move; to move 
around’ < BULLICARE ‘to boil’.TP
14
PT This explanation better corresponds to the 
common opinion that Friulian ciavalgiâ goes back directly to Latin CABALLI-
CARE. The second possibility is that the word cavalgiâ, as one strongly con-
nected with the values of knighthood, was simply borrowed from Occitan 
(which was, during the Troubadours’ Period, the language of the courtoise 
poetry). 
                                                 
TP
13
PT But not in all cases – see for example bujâ (I, p. 280 ) < buljâ < bulijâ < Lat. BULLI-
CARE, where -ka- lenited regularly. 
TP
14
PT Etymologies of the French words mentioned are given in “Le Trésor de la Langue 
Française Informatisé”, [http://atilf.atilf.fr/]. 
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I would like to stress that the goal of these three etymological solutions is 
not to replace solutions proposed in DESF, but rather to complete them and to 
give a look on Friulian etymology from a different point of view. I admire the 
work carried out by the DESF team and regret that this seminal dictionary has 
not been published in full. 
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